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ABSTRACT
MetOP satellites is the European contribution to
operational meteorological observations from polar
orbit. The payload of the MetOp-SG satellite consists of
several instruments, two of which are the Microwave
Imager (MWI) and the Infrared Cloud Imager (ICI),
which are multi-frequency microwave radiometers. The
SCM is a scan mechanism that directly rotates the
Instrument Rotary Part (IRP) of both instruments at
constant speed continuously during the whole
operational life. The pointing performances of the
scanning function must be achieved under all
circumstances.
SENER has developed and tested the Breadboard Model
(BBM) of the MetOP-SG scan mechanism (SCM) in the
frame of a Predevelopment Contract raised by ESA. The
major difficulties of the design of this scan was the fact
that it must be common for two different instruments
with very dissimilar inertia (from 1.7 kgm2 to 25 kgm2)
and the long life of 7 years running continously.
1. INTRODUCTION
The MWI/ICI Scan Assembly (SCA) includes the
following subassemblies:
- The Scan Mechanism (SCM) including mainly the
motor, encoder, bearings and the Power and Data
Transfer Device (PDTD) used to rotate the
instrument rotary part at a constant speed.
- The Scan Assembly Electronics (SCE) able to drive
and control the SCM.
- The Harness for power and data transfer between
SCM and SCE.
The purpose of the study was the design, manufacturing
and testing of the breadboard model of the scan
mechanism (SCM BBM) common for MWI and ICI.

Figure 1 shows the mechanical diagram for SCM within
MWI/ICI Instrument including Hold-Down (HDM).
2. SCM DESIGN OVERVIEW
2.1

SCM Arquitecture

The following main functions of the mechanism are
identified:
- Scan Function- To rotate the mobile part of
instrument at a constant speed.
- Electrical Function- Transmission of power, data
and grounding.
- Offloading
FunctionCompatibility
with
instrument hold-down by minimizing bearing loads.
Therefore, the Scan Mechanism (SCM) concept is based
on:
- A Brushless Motor provided with redundant
winding. The motor has been developed for the
project and includes an external rotor and internal
stator to fit with the instruments configuration.
- An Incremental Optical Encoder.
- A PDTD based on the Roll-Ring concept.
- Two angular contact ball bearings at the ends of
mechanism.
- Bearings offloading means which include flexible
blades and contact conical surfaces.

IRP I/F

S/C I/F

Figure 1. SCM Mechanical Schema

Figure 2. SENER SCM BBM
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2.2

Functional Description

The main items at Launch Configuration work as
depicted below:
- Hold Down: provided at instrument level pulls
downwards the IRP and fixes the mobile side of the
SCM.
- Flexible blades: Provide a controlled preload of the
lower bearing during launch as result of the
imposed displacement provided by the Instrument
Hold Down.
- Launch Retention Diaphragms: Separable lateral
contact surfaces mounted on flexible disc that
support the lateral loads transferring them to the
stator structure offloading the ball bearings.

Figure 3. SCM at Launch Configuration
While at Scanning (or In-orbit) Configuration:
- Once the instrument launch lock is released the
flexible blades provides the separation force of the
contact surfaces of the launch retention diaphragms.
- During the in orbit life the upper bearing preload
diaphragm provides the bearings preload low
enough to ensure the long life requirements.

Figure 4. SCM In Orbit Configuration

2.3

Performances & Design Drivers

Herein it is highlighted the main driving requirements of
the mechanism in terms of components selection, scan
functionality and performances:
- Long life of the mechanism:
o Rotation ≈ 240 million revs
o Storage life 19 years
Compatibility of design with MWI and ICI
Instruments mass and inertia (in general more
demanding for MWI due to its larger size, mass and
inertia).
IRP

MASS
[kg]

Inertia
around X
[kgm2]

Inertia
around Y
[kgm2]

Inertia
around Z
[kgm2]

MWI

130
(±30)

40 (30 to
45)

40 (30 to
45)

21 (15 to
25)

ICI

36 (30
to 40)

2.2 (±0.5)

2.2 (±0.5)

2.2 (±0.5)

Table 1. MWI/ICI instrument main physical properties
- Support Calibration Assembly (additional mass of
13.6 Kg) only for MWI.
- Performances:
o Launch eigen-frequency > 84Hz (equipped
with Calibration Assembly –CA- and clamped)
o Mass below 30Kg
o Sustain 25g at launch;
o Speed (Range 22.5 to 47.3 (nominal 45 RPM))
 Speed stability at 45 RPM, the tolerance is
[–0.001250 ; +0.001250] RPM
o Allow the Stepping and Parking mode used for
calibration (parked in any scan position with an
accuracy of +/-0.15°).
o Absolute Pointing Error (APE) <0.02°
o Capability to transfer power and data to the
instrument through the mechanism by the
PDTD (30 lines: 8 for power, 2 for ground and
20 for data):
FUNCTION
POWER
Payload
Power Bus
Heaters

REQ. LINES No
MAIN RED.
2
2
2

2

Total
GROUND
Ground

4
MAIN
1

4
RED.
1

Total
DATA
Multiplexed
Data lines
SAT Trigger
Lines
Thermistors
Total
Grand Total

1
MAIN
4

1
RED.
4

2

2

4
10
15

4
10
15

COMMENTS
5A max / line , 28V
±5%
5A max / line , 35V
to 55V

End
to
end
impedance ≤30mΩ

Compatible
with
LVDS
of
100Ω
impedance
and
individually shielded

30 lines

Table 2. PDTD main requirements summary

3. SCM BBM TESTS AND MAIN RESULTS
Test campaign results of the BBM is presented
hereinafter showing the main results.
The main challenges of the test campaign were:
- Preparation of a functional test set up able to
reproduce the inertia of any of the two instruments
rotating halves.
- Verification of the pointing performances for both
ICI (low inertia) and MWI (high inertia)
configurations on functional test.
- Measurement of the performances of the power and
data transfer device during the rotation at ambient
and at extreme temperatures. In particular the
impact of the selected concept roll ring in the
quality of the high data rate signal.
- Perform the vibration test including the dummy of
the heavy calibration unit mounted on the
mechanisms and simulating the residual loads
generated by the instrument hold down by means
of imposed displacements in the rotating interface.
- Verify the robustness of the mechanism release and
the measurement of the performances after
intentional sequential (non simultaneous) release of
the three pyro hold down devices of the instrument.

In both cases maximum static and dynamic unbalancing
of the rotating dummies mass was ensured.
Next figures show the used set-up for functional test:

Figure 6. Functional Test MWI Configuration

Figure 5 shows the verification test flow.

Figure 5. Verification Test Flow
3.1

Functional Test

The functional tests included two configurations:
- ICI Configuration including an inertia dummy
attached to the IRP interface simulating minimum
rotating inertia defined in the specification for the
ICI Instrument.
- MWI Configuration including a larger dummy
simulating maximum rotating inertia and requiring
a zero-g kit to compensate its mass without
increasing bearings preload due to its weight

Figure 7. Functional Test ICI Configuration
The functional test included the following verifications:
- Operation Modes
o Acceleration/Deceleration
o Speed Stability
o Stepping & Parking
o Exported Torques due to un-powering
- Performances
o Power Consumption
o Pointing Accuracy
o Disturbances at Mounting Plane
o Resistive Torque Measurements

-

o Torque Margin
PDTD
o Power lines transfer
o Data channels verification
o Thermistors lines operation
o Conducted Emission & Susceptibility
o PDTD grounding

3.1.2

The pointing accuracy is composed by two different
contributors:

Most significant parameters are shown in next sections.
3.1.1

Pointing accuracy

Speed Stability

For speed stability verification, the moving average
speed is obtained at each turn frequency.
The speed stability success criteria is fulfilled in all
cases (minimum speed of 22.5rpm, maximum of
47.3rpm and nominal of 45rpm at both CW and CCW
directions).



Rotation angle error measured by the encoder



Rotation axis error measured by an electronic
autocollimator which record the oscillations of
a mirror mounted in the rotating part.

Then, absolute pointing error (APE) is calculated with
the quadratic sum of these two errors.
Next figure shows the mirror used to measure rotation
axis error with the autocollimator:
MIRROR FOR
AUTOCOLLIMATOR

Figure 9. SCM BBM with ICI inertia dummy and the
mirror for pointing accuracy measurement
Figure 8. Speed Stability at 45rpm for MWI (Test
Measurements)

The two APE contributors’ measurements are shown
next:

It was expected to obtain a better speed stability with
MWI due to higher inertia and therefore the higher
disturbances filtering. But measured values are better in
the case of low inertia ICI. This is due to noise induced
by the 0 g kit springs used with the MWI Configuration.
Measured values [45 rpm]
Test case
Initial (22.5 rpm)
Final (22.5 rpm)
Initial (45 rpm)
Final (45 rpm)
Initial (47.3 rpm)
Final (47.3 rpm)

[rpm]
with ICI
0.00005
0.00004
0.00015
0.00015
-

[rpm]
with MWI
0.00006
0.00023
0.00028
0.00024

Success
criteria
[rpm]
0.000625
0.00125
0.00131

Table 3. Speed stability measurements and success
criteria
The test is repeated after environmental tests for ICI at
22.5 rpm and for MWI at 47.3 rpm showing similar
speed stability errors.

Figure 10: Autocollimator reading and error in polar
In Figure 10 it is shown Rotation axis trajectory,
Rotation axis theoretical trajectory and Rotation axis
error.
- Rotation axis trajectory: Measured real value with
autocollimator in micro-radians.
- Rotation axis theoretical trajectory: Average value

-

of the measured values in micro-radians resulting
from mirror misalignment with respect to mean
rotating axis.
Rotation axis error: Difference between rotation
axis real position and rotation axis theoretical
position in micro-radians.

On the other hand, Figure 11 shows the measured
rotation angle error (in degrees) vs time:

Figure 13. Exported force and success criteria in X
axis with MWI measured with load cell

Figure 11. Rotation angle error (º) measurements vs
time
The success criteria for the total APE is 0.02 [º] which
is fulfilled with MWI and ICI for all speeds.
ICI Inertia at
22,5 [rpm]

Rotation axis
error [º]
Rotation angle
error [º]
Total [APE] [º]

Error
RMS
(Final
Funct.)
0.0003

Error
RMS
(Initial
Funct.)
0.0001

Budget
(Predictions)

0.0018

0.0043

0.0071

0.0018

0.0043

0.00902

3.1.4

Power Consumption

The power consumption has to be lower than 25W and
it was measured at initial and final functional tests:
Speed

[W] at
Final Funct.
Tests

[W] at
Initial Funct.
Tests

Success
Criteria
[W]

47,3 RPM
CCW
speed

7.83

7.1

< 25

0.00329

Table 4. Pointing error for ICI at 22.5 rpm
After vibration, release and thermal cycling, the
pointing error remains as low as in the initial tests or
even lower.
3.1.3

The requirement is plotted in red, and load cell
measurement in blue. Exported force exceeds the
success criteria for 0.75 [Hz] which correspond to the
imposed unbalance of the rotating mass dummy and
rotational speed as predicted.

Disturbances at mounting plane

Disturbances exported to the S/C during SCM BBM
operation are measured by a three-axis load cell
installed in one of the three legs of the functional test
set-up.

Figure 12. Three-axis load cell integrated in functional
test set-up leg

Table 5. Current and voltage consumption data during
47.3 [rpm] operation mode with MWI
It can be considered that power consumption has not
changed after vibrations, release and thermal cycling.
3.1.5

Exported Torque due to unpowering

This functional test is performed to measure the torque
transmitted to the S/C when the motor is running at
nominal speed and suddenly the motor is unpowered.
The torque has been calculated from the instantaneous
acceleration obtained by encoder measurements. The
instantaneous torque can be calculated with the total
inertia of SCM BBM rotor side + Instrument dummy
rotary part and the instantaneous acceleration.
Next table summarizes obtained values:
Speed
[rpm]

Time
until stop
[s]

Max. Peak
Torque
[Nm]

22,5
45
47,3

20.91
35.94
37.45

-0.445
-0.561
-0.584

Max.
Average
Torque
[Nm]
-0.38
-0.509
-0.516

Success
Criteria
[Nm]
<±0.45
<±0.45
<±0.45

Table 6. Measured values during failure due to
unpowered situation

In the cases of 45 [rpm] and 47.3 [rpm] the success
criteria is slightly exceeded. But it shall be taken into
account that measured deceleration includes the
resistive torque due to the air drag in addition to bearing
friction (including lubricant non linear behaviour) and
motor detent torque.
3.1.6

PDTD

PDTD has power, ground and data lines.
For its verification, power channels resistance was
checked with the power drop at maximum current and
data channels with the measurement of the resistance in
initial and final functional tests.
The power transfer of 140W at 28V shall have a voltage
drop smaller than 0.5 V. The measurements showed a
measured maximum voltage drop of 0.478V in all cases.

Figure 15. Through Cable + PDTD at 5Mbps

The measured grounding resistance is 5.1 [mΩ] between
fixed and IRP interfaces.

Table 7 shows the time delay differences when
transmitting at 5 Mbps and at 10 Mbps data rate.

For PDTD data channels verification, the transmission
of a signal was measured (time delay between
transmitted and receive signals, time gap between rising
and falling edges and amplitude uncertainty).

Delay due to
8 m of wire
and set up
[ns]
47.65
47.65

Data Rate

Total
Delay
[ns]

Delay
due
only to PDTD
[ns]

Figure 14 shows transmitted signal in red and received
signal in green for PDTD + cable and Figure 15 shows
transmitted signal in red and received signal in green for
just cable transmitting both at 5 Mbps.

5 Mbps
10 Mbps

90.14
80.91

Comparing both measurement we are able to confirm
that the disturbances in the transmitted signal are mainly
due to the cable length (8 meter go and return) and not
to the PDTD contact rings.

Another conclusion was that PDTD performances do
not change between static and dynamic operation mode.

42.49
33.26

Table 7. TTL signal transmission

In addition we also confirmed that there were no
interferences between different lines of the PDTD.
3.2

Vibration Test

The objectives of the vibration test were the following:
- Determine the first natural frequencies.
- Demonstrate the capability of the item to withstand
the expected dynamic environment loads.
The SCM was tested in a configuration fully assembled
and mounted on a vibration fixture.
A dummy Calibration Assembly (CA) was mounted
onto the SCM BBM simulating the centre of gravity,
mass and inertia of the CA [13.6 Kg].

Figure 14. Through Cable at 5Mbps

The SCM is launched fixed to both interfaces; the S/C
interface and the IRP. The specification defines a
maximum and a minimum axial relative displacement
between them. Within those limits the SCM shall be
able to withstand launch loads with imposed lateral
displacements to cope with assembly misalignments and
Instrument hold down and structures deformations. For
that purpose, during each vibration test, it is imposed
minimum axial and maximum radial relative imposed
displacements between IRP and S/C interfaces for both
X and Y directions tests while we imposed maximum
axial relative imposed displacements between IRP and

S/C interfaces for Z direction looking for worst case
conditions.

3 releases with different sequences have been performed
and induced accelerations in the interfaces are shown in
Figure 18.

Z

X
Y

Figure 18. Accelerometers measurement SRS function
in first release
Figure 16. SCM installation on the shaker for Z axis
The levels at which it was vibrated are 25g for sine and
11.6grms for random.
After vibration test it can be concluded that no structural
damage has been produced by the vibration test, and the
functional performance of the equipment has been
successfully verified in the final functional test after
release and thermal cycling.
3.3

Release Test

It was successfully demonstrated that Launch locking
conical surfaces are able to separate completely after
vibration and that pointing performances were not
degraded.
SCM is locked at instrument level by three hold-downs
and the worst case would be a sequential release. In this
case, the time delay between first and third hold-down
release is 0.8 [s].
Next figure shows hold-down and accelerometers
location:

The release has been successful and conical surfaces
have been completely separated.
As it can be observed, measured maximum acceleration
value is -48.52 [g].
After each release the pointing accuracy has been
measured to verify the release shock effect.
3.4

Thermal Test

The aim was to verify the SCM BBM operation at
maximum and minimum operational temperatures after
thermal cycling at maximum and minimum nonoperational temperatures (4 cycles between -36 ºC to 70
ºC).
The results obtained in the functional tests performed
after survival cycles confirm that SCM BBM and its
components have withstood correctly the thermal cycles
between maximum and minimum non-operational
temperatures.
PDTD can work correctly within this temperature range
maintaining its performances.

Accel.
B

Accel.
A

Accel.
C

Figure 17. SCM BBM ready for the first release after
vibrations

Figure 19. SCM BBM in the climatic chamber

As used angular contact bearings are oil lubricated, their
friction resistance increases when temperature
decreases, making higher the motor current
consumption. Therefore, the most critical situation from
power consumption point of view is the minimum
temperature.
Next figure compares the maximum motor torque
available taking into account the power and voltage
supply limits, SCM BBM resistive torque and SCM
BBM resistive torque increased by safety factor (1.5)
and margin (2):

-

-

-

FUNCTIONAL TESTS
SCM accuracy shall require an external sensor to
compare with the SCM encoder in the 360º.
INERTIA SIMULATION
Full mass and inertia of the MWI shall be required.
Development of a friction free zero-g system will
be required to accurately measure the exported
forces and torques. Removal of the counterbalance
system frequencies.
AIR-DRAG EFFECT
Measurement of the air drag forces shall be
required. Instrumentation of the dummy will allow
to measure the airdrag without the need to test the
SCM with full inertia dummy in vacuum.
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Figure 20. Torque margin measurements vs
operational temperature
As it can be observed in the figure, torque margins and
power consumption are fulfilled from -25ºC.
4. CONCLUSIONS / LESSONS LEARNT
After testing, it can be concluded that proposed design
fulfils the specified performances for MWI/ICI
instruments operation at Breadboard level.
Anyway, the following lessons learnt have been
identified for a possible Flight Model:
-

-

-

ENCODER POSITION
Encoder shall be accessible for integration after full
assembly is completed. We consider mandatory to
interface the encoder at the last stage of integration.
Possible location at the top of the SCM close to the
CA interface
LOWER LAUNCH RETENTION DIAPHRAGM
Lower launch retention could be removed as the
lower bearing is not too much loaded with
Instrument
Rotary
Part
interface
forces
displacements.
MOTOR
Torque capability of the motor and configuration
has demonstrated to fulfil the requirements but
optimisation is required to decrease the torque
losses when unpowered to minimise the stopping
torque for an unintentional unpowered stop.

